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**Abstract**

System designers have long struggled with the challenge of determining how to control when untrusted applications may perform operations using privacy-sensitive sensors securely and effectively. Current systems request that users authorize such operations once (i.e., on install or first use), but malicious applications may abuse such authorizations to collect data stealthily using such sensors. Proposed research methods enable systems to infer the operations associated with user input events, but malicious applications may still trick users into allowing unexpected, stealthy operations. To prevent users from being tricked, we propose to bind applications' operation requests to the associated user input events and how they were obtained explicitly, enabling users to authorize operations on privacy-sensitive sensors unambiguously and reuse such authorizations. To demonstrate this approach, we implement the **AWare** authorization framework for Android, extending the Android Middleware to control access to privacy-sensitive sensors. We evaluate the effectiveness of **AWare** in: (1) a laboratory-based user study, finding that at most 7% of the users were tricked by examples of four types of attacks when using **AWare**, instead of 85% on average for prior approaches; (2) a field study, showing that the user authorization effort increases by only 2.28 decisions on average per application; (3) a compatibility study with 1,000 of the most-downloaded Android applications, demonstrating that such applications can operate effectively under **AWare**.

1 Introduction

Contemporary desktop, web, and mobile operating systems are continually increasing support for applications to allow access to privacy-sensitive sensors, such as cameras, microphones, and touch-screens to provide new useful features. For example, insurance and banking applications now utilize mobile platforms’ cameras to collect sensitive information to expedite claim processing\(^1\) and check depositing\(^2\), respectively. Several desktop and mobile applications provide screen sharing\(^3\) and screen capturing features for remote collaboration or remote control of desktop and mobile platforms. Also, web search engines now embed buttons to call the businesses linked to the results directly.

Unfortunately, once an application is granted access to perform such sensitive operations (e.g., on installation or first use), the application may use the operation at will, opening opportunities for abuse. Indeed, cybercriminals have built malware applications available online for purchase, called *Remote Access Trojans* (RATs), that abuse authorized access to such sensors to exfiltrate audio, video, screen content, and more, from desktop and mobile platforms. Since 75% of operations requiring permissions are performed when the screen is off, or applications are running in the background as services [54], these attacks often go unnoticed by users. Two popular RAT applications, widely discussed in security blogs and by anti-virus companies, are *Dendroid* [1] and *Krysanec* [19]. In the “Dendroid case”, the Federal Bureau of Investigations and the Department of Homeland Security performed an investigation spanning several years in collaboration with law enforcement agencies in over 20 countries. The cybercriminal who pleaded guilty for spreading the malware to over 70,000 platforms worldwide was convicted of 10 years in prison and a $250,000 fine [16, 18]. Several other cases of abuse have been reported ever since. Some cases leading to legal actions, including the case of the NBA Golden State Warriors’ free application that covertly turns on smartphones’ microphones to listen to and record conversations [17], school laptops that were found to use their cameras to spy on students to whom they were given [13], and others [14, 15].

---

\(^1\)Speed up your car insurance claim. [www.esurance.com](http://www.esurance.com)

\(^2\)PNC Mobile Banking. [www.pnc.com](http://www.pnc.com)

\(^3\)Remote Screen Sharing for Android Platforms. [www.bomgar.com](http://www.bomgar.com)
Researchers have also designed mobile RAT applications to demonstrate limitations of access control models adopted by contemporary operating systems when mediating access to privacy-sensitive sensors. For instance, PlaceRaider [51] uses the camera and built-in sensors to construct three-dimensional models of indoor environments. Soundcomber [46] exfiltrates sensitive data, such as credit card and PIN numbers, from both tones and speech-based interaction with phone menu systems. Even the Meterpreter Metasploit exploit, enables microphone recording remotely on computers running Ubuntu.\footnote{null-byte.wonderhowto.com}

To address these threats, researchers have proposed methods that enable the system to infer which operation requests are associated with which user input events. Input-Driven [33] access control authorizes the operation request that immediately follows a user input event, but a malicious application may steal a user input event targeted at another application by submitting its request first. User-Driven [39, 41] access control requires that applications use system-defined gadgets associated with particular operations to enable the system to infer operations for user input events unambiguously, but does not enable a user to verify the operation that she has requested by providing input. We describe four types of attacks that are still possible when using these proposed defenses.

In this work, we propose the \texttt{AWARe} authorization framework to prevent abuse of privacy-sensitive sensors by malicious applications. Our goal is to enable users to verify that applications’ operation requests correspond to the users’ expectations explicitly, which is a desired objective of access control research [24, 28]. To achieve our objective, \texttt{AWARe} binds each operation request to a user input event and obtains explicit authorization for the combination of operation request, user input event, and the user interface configuration used to elicit the event, which we call an \textit{operation binding}. The user’s authorization decision for an operation binding is recorded and may be reused as long as the operation is requested using the same operation binding to request the same operation. In this paper, we study how to leverage various features of the user interface to monitor how user input events are elicited, and reduce the attack options available to adversaries significantly. Examples of features include the widget selected, the window configuration containing the widget, and the transitions among windows owned by the application presenting the widget. In addition, \texttt{AWARe} is designed to be completely transparent to applications, so applications require no modification run under \texttt{AWARe} control, encouraging adoption for contemporary operating systems.

We implement a prototype of the \texttt{AWARe} authorization framework by modifying a recent version of the Android operating system and found, through a study of 1,000 of the most-downloaded Android applications, that such applications can operate effectively under \texttt{AWARe} while incurring less than 4% performance overhead on microbenchmarks. We conducted a laboratory-based user study involving 90 human subjects to evaluate the effectiveness of \texttt{AWARe} against attacks from RAT applications. We found that at most 7% of the user study participants were tricked by examples of four types of attacks when using \texttt{AWARe}, while 85% of the participants were tricked when using alternative approaches on average. We also conducted a field-based user study involving 24 human subjects to measure the decision overhead imposed on users when using \texttt{AWARe} in real-world scenarios. We found that the study participants only had to make 2.28 additional decisions on average per application for the entire study period.

In summary, the contributions of our research are:

- We identify four types of attacks that malicious applications may still use to obtain access to privacy-sensitive sensors despite proposed research defenses.
- We propose \texttt{AWARe}, an authorization framework to prevent abuse of privacy-sensitive sensors by malicious applications. \texttt{AWARe} binds application requests to the user interface configurations used to elicit user inputs for the requests in \textit{operation bindings}. Users then authorize operation bindings, which may be reused as long as the operation is requested using the same operation binding.
- We implement \texttt{AWARe} as an Android prototype and test its compatibility and performance for 1,000 of the most-downloaded Android applications. We also evaluate its effectiveness with a laboratory-based user study, and measure the decision overhead imposed on users with a field-based user study.

2 Background

Mobile platforms require user authorization for untrusted applications to perform sensitive operations. Mobile platforms only request such user authorizations once, either at application installation time or at first use of the operation [2, 3] to avoid annoying users.

The problem is that malicious applications may abuse such blanket user authorizations to perform unauthorized, sensitive operations stealthily, without users’ knowledge and at times that the users may not approve. Operations that utilize sensors that enable recording of private user actions, such as the microphone, camera, screen, etc., are particularly vulnerable to such abuse. Research studies have shown that such attacks are feasible in real systems, such as in commodity web browsers and mobile apps [21, 29, 37]. These studies report that more than 78%
of users could be potentially subject to such attacks. Furthermore, security companies, such as Check Point, have reported several malware apps that perform stealthy and fraudulent auto-clicking [4], such as Judy, FalseGuide, and Skinner that reached between 4.5 million and 18.5 million devices worldwide. Figure 1 shows that once an application is granted permission to perform an operation using a privacy-sensitive sensor, such as recording via the microphone, that application may perform that operation at any time, even without user consent. This shortcoming enables adversaries to compromise user privacy, e.g., record the user’s voice and the surrounding environment, without the user being aware. Research studies have already shown that users have a limited understanding of security and privacy risks deriving from installing applications and granting them permissions [10].

Researchers have proposed defenses to prevent stealthy misuse of operations that use privacy-sensitive sensors [33, 39, 41]. Figure 1 also provides the insight behind these defenses: legitimate use of these sensors must be accompanied by a user input event to grant approval for all operations targeting privacy-sensitive sensors. First, Input-Driven Access Control [33] (IDAC) requires every application request for a sensor operation to follow a user input event within a restricted time window. Thus, IDAC would deny the stealthy accesses shown in Figure 1 because there is no accompanying user input event. Second, User-Driven Access Control [39, 41] (UDAC) further restricts applications to use trusted access control gadgets provided by the operating system, where each access control gadget is associated with a specific operation for such sensors. Thus, UDAC requires a user input event and limits the requesting application only to perform the operation associated with the gadget (i.e., widget) by the system.

3 Problem Definition

Although researchers have raised the bar for stealthy misuse of sensors, malicious applications may still leverage the user as the weak link to circumvent these protection mechanisms. Previous research [6, 12, 30] and our user study (see Section 8.1.1) show that users frequently fail to identify the application requesting sensor access, the user input widget eliciting the request, and/or the actual operation being requested by an application. Such errors may be caused by several factors, such as users failing to detect phishing [12], failing to recognize subtle changes in the interface [20], and/or failing to understand the operations granted by a particular interface [38]. In this section, we examine attacks that are still possible given proposed research solutions, and what aspects of proposed solutions remain as limitations.

3.1 User Interface Attacks

In this research, we identify four types of attacks that malicious applications may use to circumvent the protection mechanisms proposed in prior work [33, 39, 41].

Operation Switching: A malicious application may try to trick a user into authorizing an unintended operation by changing the mapping between a widget and the associated operation, as shown in Figure 2. This type of attack is possible in IDAC because the relationship between a user input event and the operation that will be authorized as a result of that event is implicit. Indeed, any application can request any operation for which they have been authorized previously (e.g., by first use) and will be approved if it is the first request received after the event. UDAC [39, 41] avoids this type of attack by design by having the system define a mapping between widgets (gadgets) and operations, so the operation is determined precisely by the widget. Any solution we devise must prevent this kind of attack as well.

Bait-and-Context-Switch: A malicious application may try to trick the user to authorize an unintended operation by presenting a widget in a misleading display context, as shown in Figure 3. In this case, the win-
dowing context surrounding the widget indicates one action (e.g., taking a picture) when the widget presented requests access to a different operation (e.g., taking a video). This type of attack is possible because users engaged in interface-intensive tasks may focus on the context rather than the widget and infer the wrong widget is present, authorizing the wrong operation. Neither IDAC [33] nor UDAC [39, 41] detect the attack shown. Although UDAC [39] checks some properties of the display context, plenty of flexibility remains for an adversary to craft attacks since applications may choose the layout around which the widget is displayed.

Figure 4: A malicious application keeps the windowing display context but switches the widget to trick users who have made several similar selections to grant the malicious application also access to the microphone mistakenly.

Bait-and-Widget-Switch: A malicious application may present the same widget for the same operation to the user several times in succession, but then substitute another widget for another operation, hoping that the user will not notice the widget change. An example of this attack is shown in Figure 4. Again, this type of attack is possible because users engaged in interface-intensive tasks may be distracted, thus, not notice changes in the widget. Again, UDAC methods to detect deceptive interfaces [39] are not restrictive enough to prevent this attack in general. For example, one UDAC check restricts the gadget’s location for the user input event, but this does not preclude using different gadgets at the same location.

Application Spoofing: A malicious application replicates the look-and-feel of another application’s interface and replaces the foreground activity of that application with one of its own to gain access to a sensor as shown in Figure 5, similar to a phishing attack. For example, when the benign application running in the foreground elicits a user input event, the malicious application may also try to elicit a user input event using its own activity window by replacing the benign application currently in the foreground. If the user supplies an input to the masquerading application’s widget, then the masquerading application can perform any operation for which it is authorized (e.g., from first use or its manifest). While researchers have explored methods to increase the user’s ability to detect the foreground application [6], mistakes are still possible. Indeed, prior studies have reported that few users notice the presence of security indicators, such as the browser lock icon [9, 53], and that even participants whose assets are at risk fail to react as recommended when security indicators are absent [44]. Since IDAC and UDAC [33, 39, 41] both treat user input as authorization, both will be prone to this attack.

3.2 Limitations of Current Defenses

The main challenge is determining when users allow applications to use particular privacy-sensitive sensors without creating too much burden on users. As a result, current mobile platforms only request user authorization once (e.g., on first use or installation), and proposed research solutions aim to infer whether users authorize access to particular sensors from user actions implicitly. However, inferring user intentions implicitly creates a semantic gap between what the system thinks the user intended and what the user actually intended.

Traditionally, access control determines whether subjects (e.g., users and applications) can perform operations (e.g., read and write) on resources (e.g., sensors). Proposed approaches extend traditional access control with additional requirements, such as the presence of a user input event [33, 41] or properties of the user interface [39]. However, some requirements may be difficult to verify, particularly for users, as described above, so these proposed approaches still grant adversaries significant flexibility to launch attacks. Proposed approaches still demand users to keep track of which application is in control, the operations associated with widgets, which widget is being displayed, and whether the widget or application changes.

Finally, application compatibility is a critical factor in adopting the proposed approaches. The UDAC solutions [39, 41] require developers to modify their applications to employ system-defined gadgets. It is hard to motivate an entire development community to make even small modifications to their applications, so solutions that do not require application modifications would be preferred, if secure enough.

4 Security Model

Trust Model - We assume that applications are isolated from each other either using separate processes, the same-origin policy [42], or sandboxing [7, 36], and have no direct access to privacy-sensitive sensors by default due to the use of Mandatory Access Control [49, 50].

UDAC authors [41] did acknowledge this attack, and indicated that solutions to such problems are orthogonal.
We assume the presence of a trusted path for users to receive unforgeable communications from the system and provide unforgeable user input events to the system. We assume that trusted paths are protected by mandatory access control [49, 50] as well, which ensures that only trusted software can receive input events from trusted system input devices to guarantee the authenticity (i.e., prevent forgery) of user input events.

Trusted path communication from the system to the user uses a trusted display area of the user interface, which we assume is available to display messages for users and applications do not have any control of the content displayed in this area; thus they cannot interfere with system communications to or overlay content over the trusted display area.

These assumptions are in line with existing research that addresses the problem of designing and building trusted paths and trusted user interfaces for browsers [55], X window systems [47, 56], and mobile operating systems [26, 27]. The design of our prototype leverages mechanisms provided by the Android operating system satisfying the above assumptions, as better described in Section 7.

Threat Model - We assume that applications may choose to present any user interface to users to obtain user input events, and applications may choose any operation requests upon any sensors. Applications may deploy user interfaces that are purposely designed to be similar to that of another application, and replay its user interface when another application is running to trick the user into interacting with such interface to "steal" such user input event. Applications may also submit any operation request at any time when that application is running, even without a corresponding user input event. Applications may change the operation requests they make in response to user input events.

5 Research Overview

Our objective is to develop an authorization mechanism that eliminates ambiguity between user input events and the operations granted to untrusted applications via those events, while satisfying the following security, usability, and compatibility properties:

**User Initiation** Every operation on privacy-sensitive sensors must be initiated by an authentic user input event.

**User Authorization** Each operation on privacy-sensitive sensors requested by each application must be authorized by the user explicitly prior to that operation being performed.

**Limited User Effort** Ideally, only one explicit user authorization request should be necessary for any benign application to perform an operation targeting privacy-sensitive sensors while satisfying the properties above.

**Application Compatibility** No application code should require modification to satisfy the properties above.

We aim to control access to privacy-sensitive sensors that operate in discrete time intervals initiated by the user, such as the cameras, microphone, and screen buffers. We believe the control of access to continuous sensors, such as GPS, gyroscope, and accelerometer, requires a different approach [34], but we leave this investigation as future work.

To achieve these objectives, we design the **AWARE** authorization framework. The main insight of the **AWARE** design is to extend the notion of an authorization tuple (i.e., subject, resource, operation) used to determine whether to authorize an application’s operation request to include the user interface configuration used to elicit the user input event. We call these extended authorization tuples *operation bindings*, and users explicitly authorize operation bindings before applications are allowed to access sensors. An operation binding may reused to authorize subsequent operations as long the application uses the same user interface configuration to elicit input events to request the same operation.

**Approach Overview.** Figure 6 summarizes the steps taken by the **AWARE** to authorize applications’ operation requests targeting privacy-sensitive sensors.

In a typical workflow, an application starts by specifying a set of user interface configuration, such as widgets and window features, to the trusted software (step 1) in charge of rendering such widgets with windows to elicit user input (step 2). An authentic user interaction with the application’s widgets in a user interface configuration generates user input events (step 3), which are captured...
by the trusted software (step 4) together with the current user interface configuration (e.g., enclosing window, window features, ancestors windows, etc.) and forwarded to the application (step 5). Based on the user input events, the application may generate a request for a particular operation targeting one or more privacy-sensitive sensors, which is captured by the trusted software (step 6).

At this stage, the AWARE authorization framework (part of the trusted software layer) has full visibility of: (1) the application’s identity; (2) the application’s user interface widget; (3) the authentic user input event associated with that widget; (4) the user interface configuration within which the widget is presented to the user; (5) the application’s operation request; and (6) the target set of privacy-sensitive sensors for such an operation. Thus, the AWARE authorization framework can bind these pieces of information together, creating an operation binding.

Next, the AWARE authorization framework checks whether such an operation binding has already been authorized by the user (step 7). If not, AWARE presents a request for authorization of the operation binding to the user (Section 7), called the binding request (step 8). Upon receiving a binding request, the user can explicitly authorize the use of the set of privacy-sensitive sensors by the requesting application for the identified operation binding (step 9). Upon the user’s authorization, the operation binding is then cached (Section 6.5) for reuse in authorizing future requests using the same operation binding automatically (step 10).

After the operation authorization, the trusted software controlling the set of privacy-sensitive sensors starts the data collection (step 11), while the user is explicitly notified about the ongoing operation via an on-screen notification in a trusted display area (step 12). Finally, the collected data is delivered to the requesting application for data processing (step 13).

The sequence of events in Figure 6 shows that AWARE relies on a one-time, explicit user authorization that binds the user input event, the application identity, the widget, the widget’s user interface configuration, the operation, and the set of target sensors; then, it reuses this authorization for future operation requests.

6 AWARE Design

6.1 Operation Bindings

As described above, AWARE performs authorization using a concept called the operation binding.

**Definition 1:** An operation binding is a tuple \( b = (\text{app}, S, op, e, w, c) \), where: (1) \( \text{app} \) is the application associated with both the user interface widget and the operation request; (2) \( S \) is the set of sensors (i.e., resources) targeted by the request; (3) \( op \) is the operation being requested on the sensors; (4) \( e \) is the user input event; (5) \( w \) is a user interface widget associated with the user input event; (6) \( c \) is the user interface configuration containing the widget.

The user interface configuration describes the structure of the user interface when a user input event is produced, which includes both features of the window in which the widget is displayed and application’s activity window call graph, which relates the windows used by the application. We define these two aspects of the configuration precisely and describe their use to prevent attacks in Sections 6.3 and 6.4.

The first part of an operation binding corresponds to the traditional authorization tuple of (subject, object, operation). An operating binding links a traditional operation tuple with a user input event and how it was obtained in terms of the rest of the operation binding tuple (event \( e \), widget \( w \), configuration \( c \)). AWARE’s authorization process enables users to authorize operation requests for the authorization tuple part of the operation binding \( (\text{app}, S, op) \) associated with a particular way the user approved the operation from the rest of the operation binding \( (e, w, c) \). AWARE reuses that authorization to permit subsequent operation requests by the same application when user input events are obtained in the same manner.

A user’s authorization of an operation binding implies that the application will be allowed to perform the requested operation on the set of sensors whenever the user produces the same input event using the same widget within the same user interface configuration.

We explain the reasoning behind the operation binding design by describing how AWARE prevents the attacks described in Section 3.1 in the following subsections.

6.2 Preventing Operation Switching

AWARE prevents operation switching attacks by producing an operation binding that associates a user input event and widget with an application’s operation request.

Upon a user input event \( e \), AWARE collects the widget \( w \), the user interface configuration \( c \) in which it is presented, and the application associated with the user interface \( \text{app} \). With this partial operation binding, AWARE awaits an operation request. Should the application make an operation request within a limited time window [33], AWARE collects the application \( \text{app} \), operation sensors \( S \), and operation requested \( op \), the traditional authorization tuple, to complete the operation binding for this operation request.

The constructed operation binding must be explicitly authorized by the user. To do so, AWARE constructs a binding request that it presents to the user on the platform’s screen. The binding request clearly specifies: (1) the identity of the requesting application; (2) the set of sensors targeted by the operation request; (3) the type of operation requested by the application; and (4) the widget receiving the user input event action.
This approach ensures that the user authorizes the combination of these four components enabling the user to verify the association between the operation being authorized and the widget used to initiate that operation. Also, each operation binding is associated with the specific user interface configuration for the widget used to activate the operation. Although, this information is not presented to the user, it is stored for \textsc{Aware} to compare to future operation requests to prevent more complex attacks, as described below.

This prevents the operation switching attack on \textsc{IDAC} \cite{33}, where another operation may be authorized by a user input event. \textsc{Aware} creates a binding between a widget and operation as \textsc{UDAC} \cite{39,41} does, but unlike \textsc{UDAC} \textsc{Aware} creates these bindings dynamically. Applications are allowed to choose the widgets to associate with particular operations. In addition, \textsc{Aware} informs the user explicitly of the operation to be authorized for that widget, whereas \textsc{UDAC} demands that the user learn the bindings between widgets and operations correctly. The cost is that \textsc{Aware} requires an explicit user authorization on the first use of the widget for an operation request, whereas \textsc{UDAC} does not. However, as long as this application makes the same operation requests for user input events associated with the same widget, \textsc{Aware} will authorize those requests without further user effort.

**6.3 Preventing Bait-and-Switch**

Applications control their user interfaces, so they may exploit this freedom to perform bait-and-switch attacks by either presenting the widget in a misleading window (Bait-And-Context-Switch) or by replacing the widget associated with a particular window (Bait-And-Widget-Switch). Research studies have shown that such attacks are feasible in real systems and that the damage may be significant in practice \cite{21,29,37}. To prevent such attacks, \textsc{Aware} binds the operation request with the user interface configuration used to display the widget, in addition to the widget and user input event.

One aspect of the user interface configuration of the operation binding describes features of the window enclosing the widget.

**Definition 2**: A **display context** is a set of structural features of the most enclosing activity window \(a\_w\) containing the widget \(w\).

Structural features describe how the window is presented, excepting the content (e.g., text and figures inside web pages), which includes the position, background, borders, title information, and widgets’ position within the window. The set of structural features used by \textsc{Aware} are listed in Table 5. \textsc{Aware} identifies \(a\_w\) as a new activity window should any of these structural features change.

The hypothesis is that the look-and-feel of an application window defined by its structural features should be constant, while the content may change. Our examination of Android applications shows that the same windows retain the same look-and-feel consistently, but not perfectly. For example, the exact location of the window may vary slightly, so we consider allowing modest ranges for some feature values. We further discuss the authentication of display context in Section 7.

This approach prevents Bait-and-Widget-Switch attacks because clearly an instance of the same window (i.e., display context) with a different widget will not match the previous operation binding. Similarly, for Bait-and-Context-Switch attacks, the same widget presented in a different window (i.e., display context) will not match the previous operation binding, therefore a new operation binding request will be prompted to the user.

Once the widget and the display context are bound together and kept fixed, the adversary is left only with the content (e.g., text and figures inside a web page) as possible misleading tool. However, since the display context also measures the window’s UI elements and their positions, little space is left to the adversary for attacks.

Therefore, such an approach prevents bait-and-switch attacks possible in both \textsc{IDAC} \cite{33} and \textsc{UDAC} \cite{39,41}, where users must continuously check for subtle changes to the widgets or their display contexts rendered on the platform’s screen.

**6.4 Preventing Application Spoofing**

To launch such an attack an application must succeed in replacing the foreground activity window of one application with its own activity window and adopt the same look-and-feel of the replaced application.

We can prevent applications from presenting their activity windows arbitrarily by enforcing the application’s authorized activity window call sequences.

**Definition 3**: An **activity window call graph** \(G = (N, E)\) is a graph, where each node in \(N\) represents an activity window and each edge in \(E\) represents an inter-activity window transition enabled either via user input events (i.e., click of a button) or system events (i.e., incoming phone call).

An activity window call graph records the relationships among the windows used by an application. An example of an activity window call graph is shown in Figure 7, where events may cause transitions between windows.
If the malicious application has not used this spoofing window previously, then a binding request will be created for the user, which then shows the identity of the application. Thus, the user could prevent the malicious application from ever performing this operation in any user interface configuration. IDAC [33] and UDAC [39, 41] do not explicitly force the user to check the application that will be authorized, although UDAC identified the need for such a mechanism [41].

On the other hand, a malicious application may try to hijack a foreground activity window of another application for a window that has been authorized by the user previously. However, if the malicious application’s window is not authorized to transition from the background (e.g., only the activity window in Figure 7), then the transition will not match the activity call graph. In this case, a new binding request will be made to the user, which will clearly identify the (malicious) application. We discuss the authentication of the app identity in Section 7. Both IDAC and UDAC allow such hijacking and rely on the user to detect these subtle attacks.

A malicious application may try to circumvent the activity call graph checking by creating a more fully connected graph that allows more attack paths. However, such an activity window call graph will require more user authorizations, which may dissuade the user from that application. Furthermore, intrusion analysis may leverage such activity window call graphs to detect possible attacks.

6.5 Reusing Operation Bindings

Authorized operation bindings are cached to minimize the user’s effort in making explicit authorizations of binding requests to improve usability. Thus, AWARE uses a caching mechanism to require an explicit user’s authorization only the first time an operation binding is identified, similarly to the first-use permission mechanism. We hypothesize that in most benign scenarios an authentic user interaction with a specific application’s widget is going to generate a request for the same operation for the same set of privacy-sensitive sensors each time. Hence, the previous explicit authorization can be reused securely as implicit authorization, as long as the integrity of the operation binding is guaranteed. In Section 8.1.2, we show that such an approach does not prohibitively increase the number of access control decisions that users need to make thus avoiding decision fatigue [11].

However, we must ensure that operation bindings do not become stale. For example, if the application changes the way it elicits an operation, we should not allow the application to reuse old methods to elicit that same operation. Thus, we require that an operation binding must be removed from the cache whenever a new operation binding is created for the same application that partially matches the existing binding, except for the application field. For example, this prevents an operation from being authorized in multiple ways, a widget from being used for multiple operations or in multiple configurations, etc.

6.6 Supporting Existing Applications

As an alternative to previously proposed approaches [39, 41], AWARE is completely transparent to, and backward compatible with, existing applications. In fact, AWARE does not require any new external libraries, application code annotation or rewriting, which would require significant development effort/burden and impede backward compatibility for existing applications.

AWARE can be integrated with existing off-the-shelf operating systems, as we show with our AWARE prototype discussed in Section 7. AWARE only requires the integration of three software components at the middleware layer. AWARE’s components dynamically monitor the creation of operation bindings and provide visual output to the user to enable authorization of operations on privacy-sensitive sensors. The integration with existing off-the-shelf operating systems facilitates adoption and deployability.

We discuss how AWARE addresses special cases of applications accessing privacy-sensitive sensors via alternative methods, such as via background processes and remote commands, in Appendix A.

7 AWARE Implementation

We implemented an AWARE prototype by modifying a recent release of the Android operating system (version 6.0.1_r5) available via the Android Open Source Project (AOSP) [7]. The AWARE prototype is open-sourced on github.com. Its footprint is about 500 SLOC in C, 800 SLOC in C++ and 600 SLOC in Java. We tested the AWARE prototype on Nexus 5 and Nexus 5X smartphones.

In the following paragraphs, we describe how we implemented the components required for AWARE authorization mechanism [9].

Application Identity: To prove an app’s identity in binding requests, AWARE applies two methods. First, AWARE uses the checksum of the app’s binary signed with the developer’s private key and verifiable with the developer’s public key [40], similarly to proposals in related work [6]. In addition, AWARE detects spoofing of apps’ names or identity marks by using the Comparison Algo-
We discuss nested activity windows in Appendix C. Widgets and their display contexts. Tables 4 and Table 5 show comprehensive sets of widgets

AWare identifies application-defined widgets and display contexts at runtime before rendering the app’s user interface to the user on the platform’s screen. AWare uses the widget and window objects created in memory by the Window Manager, before rendering them on the platform’s screen, to collect their graphical features reliably. A secure operating systems must prevent apps from being able to directly write into the frame buffers read by the hardware composer, which compose and renders graphic user interfaces on the platform screen. Modern operating systems, such as the Android OS, leverage mandatory access control mechanisms (i.e., SELinux rules) to guarantee that security sensitive device files are only accessible by trusted software, such as the Window Manager. Therefore, as shown in Figure 6, although apps can specify the graphic components that should compose their user interfaces, only the Window Manager, a trusted Android service, can directly write into the screen buffers subsequently processed by the hardware composer. Thus, the Window Manager is the man-in-the-middle and controls what apps are rendering on screen via their user interfaces. In the Appendix, Tables 4 and Table 5 show comprehensive sets of widgets and windows’ features used by AWare to authenticate the widgets and their display contexts.

Activity Window Call Graph Construction: At runtime, AWare detects inter-activity transitions necessary to construct the per-application activity window call graph by instrumenting the Android Activity Manager and Window Manager components. Also, AWare captures user input events and system events by instrumenting the Android Input Manager and the Event Manager components. We discuss nested activity windows in Appendix C.

User Input Event Authentication: AWare leverages SEAndroid [49] to ensure that processes running apps or as background services cannot directly read or write input events from input device files (i.e., /dev/input/*) corresponding to hardware interfaces attached to the mobile platform. Thus, only the Android Input Manager, a trusted system service, can read such files and forward input events to apps. Also, AWare leverages the Android screen overlay mechanism to detect when apps or background services draw over the app currently in the foreground to prevent input hijacking and avoid processing of any user input event on overlaid GUI widgets. Thus, AWare considers user input events for the identification of an operation binding only if the widget and the corresponding window are fully visible on the platform’s screen foreground.

Operation Request Mediation: The Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) implements an interface that allows system services and privileged processes to access privacy-sensitive sensors indirectly via well-defined APIs exposed by the kernel. Further, SEAndroid [49] ensures that only system services can communicate with the HAL at runtime. Thus, apps must interact with such system services to request execution of specific operations targeting privacy-sensitive sensors. Thus, AWare leverages the complete mediation guaranteed at the system services layer to identify operation requests generated by apps at runtime, using ten hooks inside the stock Android Audio System, Media Server, and Media Projection.

Operation Binding Management: The AWare prototype implements the AWare Monitor to handle callbacks from the AWare hooks inside the Input Manager and other system services. The AWare Monitor is notified of user input events and apps’ requests to access privacy-sensitive sensors via a callback mechanism. Also, the AWare Monitor implements the logic for the operation binding creation and caching as well as the display of binding requests and alerts to the user. User approvals for binding requests are obtained by the AWare Monitor via authorization messages prompted to the user on the mobile platform’s screen, as shown in Figure 8. To protect the integrity of the trusted path for binding requests, we prevent apps from creating windows that overlap the AWare windows or modifying AWare windows. To prevent overlapping, AWare leverages the Android screen overlay protection mechanism. To prevent unauthorized modification, AWare implements the Compartmented Mode Workstation model [8] by using isolated per-window processes forked from the Window Manager.

7.1 Control Points Available to the User

AWare provides the users with control points during authorized use of privacy-sensitive sensors by apps. These control points allow the users to control the apps’ use of sensors and correct possible mistakes made during the authorization process.
Figure 9: Architecture of the AWare authorization framework.

Figure 10: AWare security message displayed on the mobile platform’s status bar notifying the user that the Instagram application is previewing the back camera (B) for pictures. The security companion (e.g., a white fish) aids the user in verifying the authenticity of the authorization request. Each security message includes the app identifier (e.g., application name and identity mark) and a text message specifying the ongoing operation and the set of privacy-sensitive sensors being accessed.

Figure 11: AWare users may leverage AWare logs to take retrospective security actions. The figure at the top right shows the list of operations targeting the camera in authorized sessions. The figure at the bottom right summarizes attempted accesses to privacy-sensitive sensors by the SimpleFilters app, as examples of stealthy operations. The security companion chosen by the user (e.g., a white fish) aids the user in authenticating the logs.

7.1.1 Visualizing Ongoing Operations

AWare displays security messages on a reserved portion of the screen, drawable only by the Window Manager and not accessible by untrusted applications, to make ongoing use of privacy-sensitive sensors visible to users until they terminate. An example of security message is shown in Figure 10. A security message includes the app identifier (e.g., application name and identity mark) and a text message specifying the ongoing operation and the set of privacy-sensitive sensors being accessed. The use of security messages follows the principle of what the user sees is what is happening [23], in fact, security messages convey ongoing operations targeting privacy-sensitive sensors when authorized by the user.

AWare leverages the Compartmented Mode Workstation principle [8] to ensure integrity and authenticity of security messages. Also, AWare uses a security companion, a secret image chosen by the user, to aid users in verifying the authenticity of security messages. We modified the stock Android system user interface (SystemUI), by adding an image view and a text view on the Android status bar to display the AWare security messages specifying the application IDs and the ongoing operations, whenever the AWare Monitor authorizes system services to operate on privacy-sensitive sensors on behalf of applications. Also, the AWare prototype leverages the Android screen overlay mechanism to detect when applications or background services draw over the application currently in the foreground, to prevent GUI overlay.

Further, security messages are made visible to the user even if the application runs in full-screen mode. Reserving a small portion of the screen (5%) to convey a security message is a reasonable trade-off for preventing unwanted user distraction while delivering critical content in a timely and appropriate manner [32]. Our evaluation with existing full-screen applications (Section 8.1.2) reports that security messages do not impair the correct functioning of full-screen apps. A transparent background can also be used to reduce overlap with the foreground application’s window. Lastly, the user can be given the option to explicitly replace the on-screen notification with a periodic distinctive sound or a hardware sensor-use indicator LED.

7.1.2 Logging Authorized Operations

AWare produces real-time logs of any operation explicitly authorized by the user and of any attempted use of privacy-sensitive sensors from applications without a user-initiated input. AWare makes attempted stealthy accesses, by installed applications, visible to users via full-screen alert messages and by producing a distinctive sound, or by enabling a hardware sensor-use indicator LED. AWare then allows the user to either uninstall suspicious applications or to terminate ongoing suspicious operations. Logs are visible to users via a system application called AWare Logger, which is accessible via the applications menu or by tapping on the AWare security messages/alerts dis-
8 Aware Evaluation

We investigated the following research questions.

To what degree is the Aware operation binding concept assisting the users in avoiding attacks? We performed a laboratory-based user study and found that the operation binding enforced by Aware significantly raised the bar for malicious apps trying to trick the users in authorizing unintended operations, going from an average attack success rate of 85% down to 7%, on average, with Aware.

What is the decision overhead imposed to users due to per-configuration access control? We performed a field-based user study and found that the number of decisions imposed to users by Aware remains confined to less than four decisions per app, on average, for the study period.

How many existing apps malfunction due to the integration of Aware? How many operations from legitimate apps are incorrectly blocked by Aware (i.e., false positives)? We used a well-known compatibility test suite to evaluate the compatibility of Aware with existing apps and found that, out of 1,000 apps analyzed, only five of them malfunctioned due to attempted operations that Aware blocked as potentially malicious. However, these malfunctioning instances have been resolved by features developed in subsequent versions of the Aware prototype.

What is the performance overhead imposed by Aware for the operation binding construction and enforcement? We used a well-known software exerciser to measure the performance overhead imposed by Aware. We found that Aware introduced a negligible overhead on the order of microseconds that is likely to be not noticeable by users.

8.1 Preliminaries for the User Studies

We designed our user studies following suggested practices for human subject studies in security to avoid common pitfalls in conducting and writing about security and privacy human subject research [43]. Participants were informed that the study was about mobile systems security, with a focus on audio and video, and that the involved researchers study operating systems security. An Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was obtained from our institution. We recruited user study participants via local mailing lists, Craigslist, and local groups on Facebook, and compensated them with a $10 gift card. We excluded friends and acquaintances from participating in the studies to avoid acquiescence bias. Participants were given the option to withdraw their consent to participate at any time after the purpose of the study was revealed. For all the experiments, we configured the test environment on Nexus 5X smartphones and used a background service, automatically relaunched at boot time, to log participants’ responses to system messages/alerts and all user input actions taken by participants while interacting with the testing apps.

8.1.1 Laboratory-Based User Study

We performed a laboratory-based user study to evaluate the effectiveness of Aware in supporting users in avoiding attacks by malicious apps and compared it with alternative approaches.

We divided the participants into six groups. Participants in Group1 interacted with a stock Android OS using install-time permissions. Participants in Group2 interacted with a stock Android OS using first-use permissions. Participants in Group3 interacted with a modified version of the Android OS implementing input-driven access control, which binds user input events to the operation requested by an app but does not prove the app’s identity to the user. Participants in Group4 interacted with a modified version of the Android OS implementing the first-use permissions and a security indicator that informs the users about the origin of the app (i.e., developer ID [6]). Participants in Group5 interacted with a modified version of the Android OS implementing the use of access control gadgets [41] including basic user interface configuration checks (i.e., no misleading text, UI background and the text must preserve the contrast, no overlay of UI elements, and user events occur in the correct location at the correct time [39]) and timing checks for implicit authorizations. Lastly, participants in Group6 interacted with a modified version of the Android OS integrating the Aware authorization framework.

Experimental Procedures: Before starting the experiment, all participants were informed that attacks targeting sensitive audio and video data were possible during the interaction with apps involved in the experimental tasks, but none of the participants were aware of the attack source. Further, the order of the experimental tasks was randomized to avoid ordering bias. All the instructions to perform the experimental tasks were provided to participants via a handout at the beginning of the user study. Participants were given the freedom to ignore task steps if they were suspicious about the resulting app activities.

We used two apps, a well-known voice note recording app called Google Keep, and a testing app (developed in our research laboratory) called SimpleFilters, which provides useful photo/video filtering functionality. However, SimpleFilters also attempts adversarial use of privacy-sensitive sensors, such as the microphone and the

played on the mobile platform’s screen. Each log entry reports information regarding the app ID, date, time, and the privacy-sensitive sensors target of the operation, as shown in Figure 11. Logs are not accessible to applications to preserve their integrity and avoid the creation of side channels.
### Task Description (Randomized)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TASK 1</th>
<th>TASK 2</th>
<th>TASK 3</th>
<th>TASK 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operation Switching:</strong> The SimpleFilters app also starts recording audio via the smartphone’s microphone instead of only taking a picture.</td>
<td><strong>Bait-and-Context Switch:</strong> We make the video camera widget appear in the photo capture window, with a camera preview, to trick the user into allowing SimpleFilters to record audio instead of just take a picture.</td>
<td><strong>Bait-and-Widget Switch:</strong> Before the participants took the fifth picture, the SimpleFilters app replaced the camera widget with the video camera widget to enable video recording instead. The camera button was restored before the users took the sixth picture.</td>
<td><strong>Identity Spooling:</strong> We let the participants select the Keep app from the app menu, however, we programmatically triggered the SimpleFilters app to hijack the on-screen activity and spoof the Keep app.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Authorization Requests (Δ: AWare)

- **SimpleFilters:** to use the Front Camera and Microphone to record Video when pressing ?
- **Keep:** to record Video when pressing ?
- **SimpleFilters:** to use the Microphone to Record Audio when pressing ?

### Attack Success Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>1st-Use</th>
<th>2nd-Use</th>
<th>3rd-Use</th>
<th>4th-Use</th>
<th>5th-Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group1 (Install-Time):</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group2 (First-Use):</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group3 (Input-Driven):</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group4 (Developer ID):</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group5 (AC Gadgets):</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group6 (Δ: AWare):</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1: Experimental tasks for the laboratory-based user study to evaluate the effectiveness of AWare in preventing four types of user interface attacks. The authorization requests reported in the third column are due to the fact that AWare requests a new explicit authorization whenever a widget is presented within a new configuration. △ Participants from Group6 received additional authorization requests because the widgets were presented within new configurations automatically identified by AWare. □ The camera preview showed a static picture to simulate a photo capture during video recording.

Overall, we found that all the operation binding components used by AWare were useful in helping the users in avoiding the four types of attacks. Moreover, AWare outperformed alternative approaches conspicuously, while each experimental task revealed interesting facts.

In particular, the analysis of the subjects’ responses to **TASK 1** revealed that the operation performed by the app was not visible to users in the alternative approaches, thus, leading them into making mistakes. The only exceptions were the subjects from Group5 (AC Gadgets) because the SimpleFilters app was not in control of the requested operation due to the use of a system-defined access control gadget. Furthermore, all subjects from Group6 (Δ: AWare) did not authorize SimpleFilters to access the microphone. Thus, the binding request clearly identifying the operation requested by the app aided them in avoiding to be tricked into granting an unintended operation.

The analysis of the subjects’ responses to **TASK 2** and **TASK 3** revealed that the users were successfully tricked by either switching the user interface configuration within which a widget is presented, or by changing the widget presented within the same configuration, thus, leading them into making mistakes. Interestingly, there was no noticeable improvement for subjects in Group5 (AC Gadgets) where the system put in place some basic user interface configuration checks [39] for the presentation of the access control gadgets. The reason was that such basic checks were insufficient to identify the user interface modifications made by the malicious app when performing the attacks described in Table 1. Furthermore, one subject from Group6 (Δ: AWare) had mistakenly authorized SimpleFilters to carry out an unintended operation.
participants interacted with 21 popular apps (i.e., average number of apps users have installed on personal smartphones\textsuperscript{11}) selected among the most popular apps with up to millions of downloads from the Google Play store. A description of the functionality provided by each app was given to participants. We then asked participants to explore each app and interact as they would normally do. Table 2 summarizes all the apps that were pre-installed on the smartphones for the field-based user study. The smartphones provided to participants were running a background service with a run-time log enabled, automatically restarted at boot time, to monitor the number of app activations, the number of widgets per app, and the number of decisions per app made by the users.

**Experimental Results:** 24 subjects participated and completed the field-based user study. Table 2 reports the average number of explicit authorizations performed by the participants when using \textit{AWare}, for each of the 21 apps used in the field-based user study. We compare them with the number of explicit authorizations that would be necessary if the first-use permission mechanism was used instead. The results show that 4 apps required the same number of explicit authorizations as for the first-use permission approach. For the remaining 17 apps, the number of decisions imposed on the users remains very modest. Over the 21 apps, an average of 2.28 additional explicit user authorizations are required per app.

Also, as expected, the number of explicit authorizations made by the users remained a constant factor compared to the number of operation authorization requests, automatically granted by \textit{AWare} (last column of Table 2), which instead grew linearly during the experiment period. Indeed, all the successive authorizations were automatically granted by \textit{AWare}.

### 8.2 Compatibility Analysis

We used the Compatibility Test Suite (CTS)\textsuperscript{12}, an automated testing tool, to evaluate the compatibility of \textit{AWare} with 1,000 existing apps selected from the Google Play store among the most downloaded apps\textsuperscript{13}.

The experiment took 13 hours and 28 minutes to complete, and \textit{AWare} passed 126,681 of the 126,686 executed tests. Two of the failed tests were minor compatibility issues due to attempted programmatic accesses to the platform’s camera and microphone, respectively. The first failure was due to HappyShutter, an app that automatically takes pictures when the user smiles. The second failure was due to SnapClap, an app that automatically takes snapshots when the user claps. By default, \textit{AWare} blocks apps from programmatically accessing privacy-sensitive information.

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{App Category} & \textbf{App Name} & \textbf{Explicit User Authorization Requests} & \textbf{Total Operation Authorizations} & \\
 & & \textbf{First-Use} & \textbf{AVG. (s.d.)} & \\
\hline
Audio Recording & WhatsApp & 3 & 6 (±1) & 1,217 (±187) & \\
 & Viber & 2 & 1 (±1) & 88 (±9) & \\
 & Messenger & 1 & 1 (±1) & 2,134 (±176) & \\
\hline
Photo and Video Recording & Facebook & 2 & 3 (±1) & 3,864 (±223) & \\
 & SilentEye & 2 & 3 (±1) & 234 (±20) & \\
 & Fideo & 2 & 4 (±1) & 213 (±23) & \\
\hline
Screen Recording & OK ScreenShot & 1 & 2 (±1) & 49 (±8) & \\
 & ScreenShot Easy & 1 & 2 (±1) & 76 (±7) & \\
 & ScreenShot Capture & 1 & 2 (±1) & 64 (±4) & \\
\hline
Full Screen Mode & Instagram & 2 & 6 (±1) & 5,012 (±182) & \\
 & Snapchat & 2 & 6 (±1) & 5,287 (±334) & \\
 & Skype & 2 & 9 (±3) & 468 (±62) & \\
\hline
Remote Control & Pry Anti-Theft & 2 & 8 (±2) & 47 (±5) & \\
 & Lost Android & 1 & 6 (±1) & 37 (±6) & \\
 & Avast Anti-Theft & 2 & 4 (±1) & 34 (±7) & \\
\hline
Hands-Free Control & Google Voice Search & 1 & 1 (±1) & 1,245 (±125) & \\
 & HappyShutter & 1 & 1 (±1) & 3 (±1) & \\
 & SnapClap & 1 & 1 (±1) & 4 (±2) & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Applications tested during the field-based user study, selected among the most popular apps from the Google Play store. The last column reports the average and standard deviation for the total number of operation authorizations automatically granted by \textit{AWare} after the user’s explicit authorizations. The values are rounded to ease the presentation.}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{11}https://www.statista.com/chart/1435/top-10-countries-by-app-usage/
\textsuperscript{12}https://source.android.com/compatibility/cts/
\textsuperscript{13}The Absolute 1,000 Top Apps for Android. http://bestapps
sensitive sensors by intercepting API calls from running apps and verifying if the user has indeed initiated the operation. These checks provide a high level of protection. Thankfully, as described in Appendix A, less than 1% of the 1,000 analyzed apps require programmatic access to privacy-sensitive sensors. However, we enhanced the original \textsc{A\textasciitilde W\textasciitilde R}\textsc{e} prototype to notify the user the first time that a programmatic access is attempted by an app. Such notification asks the user for an explicit authorization to grant the app persistent access to the privacy-sensitive sensor. The user is notified of the inherent high risk and is discouraged from granting such type of permission. We evaluated such feature in our field-based study as reported in Table 2. From our experiments, we found that only 1 of the 24 users granted persistent access to the front camera for the \texttt{HappyShutter} app, whereas, only 2 other users granted persistent access to the microphone for the \texttt{SnapClap} app.

The other two failures were due to remote access to the smartphone’s camera attempted by two apps, namely \texttt{Lockwatch} and \texttt{Prey Anti-Theft}, which can capture pictures with the front camera when someone tries to unlock the smartphone’s screen with a wrong passcode. However, as described in Appendix A, we anticipated this issue and suggested the extension of the mechanisms provided by \textsc{A\textasciitilde W\textasciitilde R}\textsc{e} also to the remote app components that enable remote access. To validate the proposed extension, we have developed a proof-of-concept app that receives remote commands for the initiation of video recording via the mobile platform’s back camera. We successfully tested it on a Nexus 5X smartphone running the Android OS integrating \textsc{A\textasciitilde W\textasciitilde R}\textsc{e}.

Lastly, \textsc{A\textasciitilde W\textasciitilde R}\textsc{e} caused another spurious false positive with the \texttt{Viber} app, which attempted access to the cameras and microphone at each system reboot. \textsc{A\textasciitilde W\textasciitilde R}\textsc{e} identified the access without a user input action and blocked the operation after displaying an onscreen alert and logging the attempted operation. After analyzing the \texttt{Viber} app, we noticed that the app was testing the sensors (e.g., cameras and microphone) at each reboot. However, preventing the \texttt{Viber} app from using the sensors for testing purposes did not cause subsequent video or voice calls to fail. Thus, we believe that blocking such attempts is the desired behavior to prevent stealthy operations targeting privacy-sensitive sensors.

### 8.3 Performance Measurements

We measured the overall system performance overhead introduced by \textsc{A\textasciitilde W\textasciitilde R}\textsc{e} by using a macrobenchmark that exercises the same 1,000 apps selected from the Google Play store via the Android UI/Application Exerciser \texttt{Monkey}\textsuperscript{14}. Although software exercisers only achieve a low code coverage, they can create events that target specific high-level operations and generate the same sequence of events for comparison among several testing platforms. Indeed, the \texttt{Monkey} was configured to exercise apps by generating the exact same sequence of events and target all operations on privacy-sensitive sensors on both the Nexus 5X and Nexus 5 smartphones when running both the stock Android OS and the modified version of Android with \textsc{A\textasciitilde W\textasciitilde R}\textsc{e} enabled. We open-sourced the exerciser script for the macrobenchmark on \texttt{github.com}\textsuperscript{15}.

The experimental results reported in the first row of Table 3 show that the average recorded system-wide performance overhead is 0.33\% when measuring the additional time required by \textsc{A\textasciitilde W\textasciitilde R}\textsc{e} to handle the operation binding construction, authorization and caching.

We also performed a microbenchmark to measure the overhead introduced by \textsc{A\textasciitilde W\textasciitilde R}\textsc{e} while specifically handling access requests for operations targeting privacy-sensitive sensors, such as the camera to take photos and videos, the microphone to record audio, and the screen to capture screenshots; and to measured the overhead introduced for the authentication of app-specific widgets and their display contexts. The overhead for operations targeting privacy-sensitive sensors was calculated by measuring the time interval from the time a user input action was detected to the time the corresponding app request was granted/denied by \textsc{A\textasciitilde W\textasciitilde R}\textsc{e}. Instead, the overhead for the widgets’ and display contexts’ authentication was calculated by measuring the time interval from the time the app provided the user interface to the Window Manager to the time such interface was rendered on the platform’s screen by \textsc{A\textasciitilde W\textasciitilde R}\textsc{e}. Table 3 reports the average time and standard deviation over 10,000 operation/rendering requests, and the recorded overhead introduced by \textsc{A\textasciitilde W\textasciitilde R}\textsc{e}.

Our measurements show that \textsc{A\textasciitilde W\textasciitilde R}\textsc{e} performs efficiently, with the highest overhead observed being below 4\%, as shown in Table 3. Notice, the experiment artificially stressed each operation with unusual workloads, and the overhead for a single operation/rendering is on the order of microseconds. Thus, the overhead is likely not to be noticeable by users.

Lastly, we recorded the average cache size used by \textsc{A\textasciitilde W\textasciitilde R}\textsc{e} to store authorized operation bindings and the activity window call graphs, which was around 3 megabytes. Overall, we did not observe a discernible performance drop compared to the stock Android OS.

### 9 Related Work

\textit{Security-Enhanced Android} \cite{android-security-enhanced} and \textit{Android Security Framework} \cite{android-security} deploy restrictive security models based on the \textit{Android Permission} mechanism. However, such models mainly operate at the kernel level, therefore, do

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{14}https://developer.android.com/studio/test/monkey.html

\textsuperscript{15}https://github.com/gxp18/A\textasciitilde W\textasciitilde R\textsc{e}}
not have the necessary information regarding higher level events required to associate app requests to user input actions for operations targeting privacy-sensitive sensors.

**Input-Driven Access Control (IDAC)** [33] mediates access to privacy-sensitive sensors based on the temporal proximity of user interactions and applications’ access requests. However, if another application’s request occurs first after a user input event and within the given temporal threshold, then the user input is directly used to authorize the other applications request, no matter what operation the application is requesting.

In **What You See is What They Get** [23], the authors propose the concept of a sensor-access widget. This widget is integrated into the user interface within an applications display and provides a real-time representation of the personal data being collected by a particular sensor to allow the user to pay attention to the application’s attempt to collect the data. Also, a widget is a control point through which the user can configure the sensor to grant or deny the application access. Such widgets implement a so-called **Show Widget and Allow After Input and Delay** (SWAAD) policy. According to such policy, any active user input, upon notification, is implicitly considered as an indication that the user is paying attention to the widget. Thus, after a waiting period, the application is directly authorized to access the sensor. However, the delay introduced for the waiting time (necessary to allow explicit denial) may cause issues for time-constrained applications and may frustrate users.

**User-Driven Access Control (UDAC)** [39, 41] proposes the use of access control gadgets to prevent malicious operations from applications trying to access privacy-sensitive sensors without a user-initiated input. However, access control gadgets define the start points for when permissions are granted but do no provide an end limit for the sensor’s use or control points (Section 7.1) to the users. Moreover, each sensor’s usage should be limited to the particular configuration within which it has been authorized by the user and should be terminated when the application tries to continue using the sensor in a different configuration.

Researchers have also explored a **trusted output solution** to provide the user with an on-screen security indica-
purposes, while keeping the explicit authorization overhead very modest in ordinary cases.
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**Appendices**

**A Compatibility Discussion**

Here, we discuss how *AWare* addresses special cases of applications’ accesses to privacy-sensitive sensors.

**Background Access:** To enable background access, *AWare* still uses the explicit authorization mechanism via the creation of a *binding request*. However, as soon as the application goes in the background, any on-screen security message used to notify ongoing operations over privacy-sensitive sensors is replaced with a periodic distinctive sound or a small icon on the system status bar (Section 7.1), if the platform’s screen is on, or a hardware sensor-use indicator LED when the platform’s screen goes off. These periodic notifications will be active until the user terminates the background activity explicitly. Our
notification mechanism leverages the concept introduced in previous work [23] and extends the mechanism used in modern operating systems for location.

Remote Access: Remote commands are instantiated by the user via an application’s user interface displayed on the remote terminal, thus, the AWARE mechanisms are also applicable to the widgets displayed by such remote user interfaces. Therefore, as long as remote commands are coming from AWARE-enabled remote platforms, AWARE may pair the AWARE modules running on the two platforms by creating a Secure Socket Layer (SSL) connection to allow secure and remote control of the privacy-sensitive sensors by the user.

Programmatic Access: There are very rare cases of legitimate applications requiring programmatic access to privacy-sensitive sensors, as shown by our large-scale compatibility analysis reported in Section 8.2. Examples are anti-theft applications that capture pictures with the front camera in the attempt to identify the thief when trying to unlock the screen by guessing the passcode. Or even, an application that uses the camera to take a picture when the user smiles. However, only trusted software (as part of the operating system) should be allowed to perform such operations to be inline with our research objective of ensuring a secure use of privacy-sensitive sensors.

Hardware Peripheral Access: An application may use hardware peripherals (e.g., Bluetooth® remotes, selfie sticks, headphone jacks or built-in hardware buttons) as user interface. However, hardware peripherals are typically managed by a trusted software component, i.e., the Input Manager, and mandatory access control mechanisms (i.e., SELinux [31]) are adopted to ensure that peripheral driver files are not accessible by untrusted applications. By monitoring input events received by the Input Manager, AWARE can identify user input events coming from such hardware peripherals and bind them with the corresponding operation requests from applications.

Access through Voice Commands: AWARE enables personal assistant services that recognize voice commands, such as Apple’s Siri, Google Now, and Windows’ Cortana, by leveraging recent work that prevents untrusted application from exploiting voice commands by controlling access over audio channels created by applications and system services through the platform’s microphone and speaker [35].

B  UI Elements’ Features Analysis

We performed a large-scale analysis by using the 10,000 most popular application from the Google Play store, Ubuntu Software Center and Chrome Extensions to evaluate how frequently the widgets’ and activity windows’ features used by AWARE change among subsequent rendering events on the platform screen. We rendered a widget and its activity window 50 times under different system settings and configurations to cause the a widget or its activity window to be rendered in different ways (i.e., screen orientation, concurrent activity windows, etc.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>X Coord.</th>
<th>Y Coord.</th>
<th>Text Label</th>
<th>Text Font</th>
<th>Text Size</th>
<th>Alignment Status</th>
<th>Background Color</th>
<th>Image Color</th>
<th>Border Color</th>
<th>Padding Size</th>
<th>Title Color</th>
<th>Title Align.</th>
<th>Title Background Color</th>
<th>Border Color</th>
<th>Border Padding Size</th>
<th>Set of UI Elements</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Window Hierarch. Order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Study of fixed features for GUI widget objects in X Window Manager, Aura (Chrome Browser) Window Manager (in italic), and Android Window Manager (in bold). The percentage values indicate how many times the widget’s features did not change when the same widget was rendered by the Window Manager. We used 1,000 applications for each Window Manager system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Title Font</th>
<th>Title Size</th>
<th>Title Color</th>
<th>Title Align.</th>
<th>Title Background Color</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>X Coord.</th>
<th>Y Coord.</th>
<th>Background Color</th>
<th>Image Color</th>
<th>Border Color</th>
<th>Padding Size</th>
<th>Title Color</th>
<th>Title Align.</th>
<th>Title Background Color</th>
<th>Border Color</th>
<th>Border Padding Size</th>
<th>Set of UI Elements</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Window Hierarch. Order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Study of fixed features for GUI activity window objects in X Window Manager, Aura (Chrome Browser) Window Manager (in italic), and Android Window Manager (in bold). The percentage values indicate the times the features did not change when the same window was rendered by the Window Manager.

C  Discussion on Activity Windows

For the ease of presentation we used the general case where a widget appears within an activity window. However, desktop and web operating system may allow more sophisticated user interfaces, or GUI scaling for different screen sizes. Thus, we recognize that an activity window could be embedded inside another activity window and such innermost activity window could be reused across several activity windows even in a hierarchy. Therefore, AWARE does not limit the use of nested activity windows or prohibit activity window reuse but rather ensures that the context is defined by the entire hierarchy of nested activity windows. As a consequence, an application may be authorized by the user to use a widget in a nested activity window X in the outer activity window Y, but this authorization does not extend for another outer activity window Z.